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From the 15th of August onwards many immigrants who are below thirty one years of age are going
to be provided with protection against deportation and work permits that would need to be renewed
at intervals of every two years will also be issued to them under the new Deferred Action plan.

Story of Lucia Vidal

For an immigrant like Lucia Vidal of San Jose, who considers San Jose to be her home and has
never even back to Mexico;this new reform is no less than a godsend. A youngtwo-year-old Lucia
was brought to the United States of America by her parents illegally in pursuit of a better. She says
in her story that she and her mother came with a coyote. Coyotes are experienced human
smugglers smuggle people from Mexico to America as their profession. Luciaâ€™s mother pretended to
be the coyoteâ€™s wife and she was presented as his daughter so that they could cross the border.
After hearing about this plan which is a great help to innocent immigrants many like Lucia have
started gathering documentation such as transcripts which will help them in getting their permit and
immunity against deportation.

The Immigration Center Policy has released the statistics that there are over forty-six thousand
immigrants like Lucia only in Bay Area. All of these immigrants have received a word of caution from
the immigration advocates in the Santa Clara County to depend upon reliable and qualified sources
for information on the procedure to apply for the Deferred Action plan and for necessary documents.
In this context, immigrants have been asked to strictly avoid taking help from the â€œNotariosâ€• which are
public notaries as they are not legally allowed or even qualified enough to impart any advice to the
immigrants. SIREN or the Service Immigration Rights and Education Network have warned the
immigrants against applying for the benefits from the Deferred Action plan without the presence of a
lawyer, as legal consultancy would be required at most steps. People are categorically asked not to
apply before August 15as their request will not be accepted and they might be forced to deport.

How to get information

Information on the latest developments on this immigration change can be obtained over texts or
one can log into the official website that provide immigration information, which is an online
information center of this new plan. This change in immigrations will certainly tempt frauds and lead
to a rise in the number of scammers but concerned authorities are preparing to take strict measures
to nip such frauds in the bud.
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Andrew Harish - About Author:
Canadaupdates is the leading website providing latest immigration from the world over.To get more
information regarding the a advice to the immigrants, please visit: a www.canadaupdates.com
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